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A B S T R A C T

This paper describes a milling stability identification approach that simultaneously considers: physics-based
models for the tool tip frequency response functions and stability predictions; the binary result from a milling
test (automatically labeled as stable or unstable based on frequency content); chatter frequency when an
unstable result is obtained; and user risk tolerance. The algorithm applies probabilistic Bayesian machine
learning with adaptive, parallelized Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling to update the probability of stability
with each milling test. The result is a robust solution for rapid convergence to optimized milling parameters
for maximummetal removal rate using all available information.
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1. Introduction

There have been multiple studies on the application of machine
learning (ML) to machining stability. For example, Cherukuri et al. used
an artificial neural network (ANN) to model turning stability [1]. Den-
kena et al. applied support vector machines and ANNs [2]. Bergmann
and Reimer implemented Regularized Kernel Interpolation for a learn-
ing stability lobe diagram to enable autonomous online parameter
optimization [3]. Data-driven methods, such as ANNs, generally require
many data points to accurately learn the stability boundary, do not pro-
vide information on the underlying tool tip frequency response func-
tion (FRF) and cutting force model, and may identify local, rather than
global, optimized parameters [4]. Bayesian ML methods, on the other
hand, enable updating the initial probabilistic stability boundary (or
the prior) with each cutting test. However, recent Bayesian ML efforts
[5�6] have still required significant data because the priors have not
been systematically defined and test conditions have not been selected
to maximize learning.

This paper describes a Bayesian ML method that implements: phys-
ics-based models to predict the tool tip FRF and stability boundary;
updating using binary test results (stable/unstable) and chatter fre-
quency (if the test cut is unstable); and the user’s risk preference. The
ML model is implemented using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling. Subsequently, the paper offers four new contributions to the
state of the art and prior work by the authors [7�9]. First, receptance
coupling substructure analysis (RCSA) is used to predict the tool tip
FRF, which is an input to the stability boundary calculation [10], and
removes the need to measure each tool-holder in each spindle [11].
Second, both the binary test result and the measured chatter frequency
are used for knowledge updating. Third, the user’s risk preference is
considered when selecting test points. Fourth, a parallelized and adap-
tive MCMC method is applied to predict the probabilistic stability
boundary. Prior Bayesian learning work by the authors did not use the
stability model for updating [8�9], did not use RCSA for establishing
the prior, did not consider the chatter frequency for updating, or use
the risk-based approach for test point selection [7]. The comprehensive
approach described here enables rapid identification of optimal milling
operating parameters that maximize metal removal rate (MRR).

2. Defining the prior and probabilistic stability map

The initial stability map distribution is referred to as the prior in
Bayesian ML. The frequency-domain stability model [10] requires two
inputs: a milling force model, composed of the specific cutting force
coefficient, Ks, and force angle, b; and the tool tip FRF. The prior is cal-
culated by considering uncertainties in both the cutting force model
and the tool point FRF prediction using RCSA. In the RCSA approach, a
simple geometry artifact is first mounted in the spindle and measured
by tap testing. Second, the spindle-machine FRF is calculated by mathe-
matically decoupling the artifact. Third, the tool and holder models are
coupled to the spindle-machine FRF to predict the tool tip FRF [12]; see
Fig. 1.

In RCSA, Eq. (1) is applied to determine the spindle-machine FRFs,
where the frequency-dependent Rij (component, lower case coordi-
nates) and Gij (assembly, upper case coordinates) FRF matrices are
defined in Eq. (2). In Eq. (2), x/X is lateral displacement, f/F is a har-
monic force, u/Q is rotation, and m/M is a harmonic moment (or cou-
ple). The tool tip FRF is predicted using Eq. (3), where the R11, R12a,
R2a2a, and R2a1 matrices are defined by the free-free boundary
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Fig. 1. Physics-based RCSA model for tool tip FRF prediction.
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condition tool FRFs, R2b2b represents a rigid connection of the spindle-
machine and holder, the (1,1) location in the G11 matrix contains the
required FRF for stability modeling, and the connection matrix, K,
between the holder and tool is shown in Eq. (4), where k and c are stiff-
ness and viscous damping and v is the frequency. Uncertainty exists
for k and cwhich gives uncertainty in the predicted tool tip FRF. Uncer-
tainty also exists in the cutting force model. These uncertainties were
used to calculate the initial probabilistic stability boundary.

R2b2b ¼ R2a1 R11 � G11ð Þ�1R12a � R2a2a ð1Þ
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Consider an application using a 12.7 mm diameter, three-flute end-
mill (Robbjack FMHV-304�16) clamped in a heat shrink holder
(Haimer A63.140.1/2z.4) with a 65 mm tool stick out length and a
7050-T7451 aluminum work material. The tool and holder coupling
uncertainty is modeled by uniform distributions: k = U(1 £ 106,
1 £ 107) N/rad and c = U(11, 20) N-s/rad, where U denotes a uniform
distribution and the minimum and maximum values are listed. The
uncertainty in k and c was propagated through the RCSA method using
Monte Carlo simulation by sampling the distributions and predicting
the FRF for each sampled pair. Fig. 2 (top left) shows 100 sample FRFs.
Each FRF was fit with two vibration modes (natural frequency, fn,
modal stiffness, k, and modal damping ratio, z). The force model uncer-
tainty is described using normal distributions: Ks = ℕ (600, 60) N/mm2

and b = ℕ (68, 13.6) deg, where ℕ denotes a normal distribution and
the mean and standard deviation are listed. For the two-mode dynam-
ics, the set of input arguments is u ¼ ½KS; b; fn1 ; k1; z1; fn2 ; k2; z2 � for the
stability model. The mean and covariance for the modal parameters
Fig. 2. (Top left) 100 sample FRF predictions with coupling parameter uncertainty. (Top
right) 50 stability boundaries with FRF and cutting force model uncertainties. (Bottom left)
Probabilistic stability map calculated using 4000 stability boundaries. (Bottom right) Chat-
ter frequency distribution, where darker indicates more likely n-fc pairs.
and the cutting force model terms were used to calculate the multivari-
ate normal prior parameters distribution, PpriorðuÞ ¼ Ndðm; SÞ, where d
is the number of dimensions, m is the mean, and S is the covariance. A
uniform distribution was selected for the coupling parameters to
reflect higher uncertainty. A normal distribution was selected for the
force model parameters based on author experience. In general, the
prior distribution is selected based on all available information and
user beliefs.

The FRF and cutting force model uncertainties were propagated
through the stability model [10] using Monte Carlo simulation to calculate
the initial probabilistic stability boundary. Fig. 2 (top right) shows 50 sam-
ple stability boundaries. Fig. 2 (bottom left) shows the probability of stabil-
ity, Ps, as a function of the spindle speed, n, and axial depth of cut, b,
calculated using 4000 sample stability boundaries. The probability of sta-
bility is the percentage of stability boundaries that predict a selected (n, b)
pair is stable. Fig. 2 (bottom right) displays the chatter frequency, fc, distri-
bution from Monte Carlo simulation, where the gray scale identifies the
probability density function, PDF, values and darker denotes higher proba-
bility for the n-fc pairs.
3. Test point selection and evaluation

The testing objective is to identify stable parameters that maximize
MRR. The spindle speed and axial depth of cut for testing are chosen
based on the maximumMRR for a given probability of stability contour,
Ptest, which is based on the user’s risk preference. For example, the user
may wish to test parameters where the MRR is maximum with a 50%
probability of stability, Ptest = 50%. This reflects a moderate risk toler-
ance. A lower Ptest = 25% choice exhibits a higher risk of selecting unsta-
ble test parameters, but may provide faster convergence to the
optimum (n, b) pair if the cut is stable. Fig. 3 demonstrates test point
selections for three Ptest values, where the MRR is calculated using 75%
radial immersion for the 12.7 mm diameter endmill and a feed per
tooth of 0.1 mm. In practice, each test cut result is evaluated using a
frequency analysis of the audio signal recorded using a microphone
[13]. Chatter is identified when significant content occurs at a fre-
quency that does not coincide with the tooth passing frequency or its
multiples. The data for each test, a, therefore contains: spindle speed,
axial depth, a binary variable indicating whether the cut was stable,
and if unstable, the chatter frequency.
Fig. 3. Test selection based on risk tolerance. The blue lines show the MRR contours at
25%, 50%, and 75% probability of stability. The blue squares are the recommended test
point for each risk tolerance, selected at the highest MRR for the corresponding Ptest

value.
4. Defining the posterior distribution

The test cut information is used to update the probability distribu-
tion by Bayes’ rule. Each set of values, u, sampled from the prior can be
used to predict whether the test is stable and, if unstable, the chatter
frequency using the stability algorithm. The closer u is to the true cut-
ting force model and tool tip modal parameters, the more likely it is
that it will correctly predict the results of the test cut. To account for
uncertainty in the stability algorithm, the likelihood of observing the
test results given the sample values and associated stability boundary,
PðajuÞ, is calculated as a valuebetween 0 and 1. PðajuÞ is determined by
comparing the test result to the stability map predicted by u to find the
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errors in stable cut depth, Db, and predicted chatter frequency, Dfc ,
using the following procedure (see Fig. 4):

& If the prediction is correct, then Db ¼ 0. Otherwise, Db is the differ-
ence between the tested axial depth and the predicted limiting
value, blim, at that spindle speed.

& If the cut was stable, there is no chatter frequency, so Dfc ¼ 0. If
chatter occurs, Dfc is the difference between the test and predicted
frequencies.
Fig. 4. Calculation of Db and Dfc for sample u. (Top) Db is the difference between the
predicted limiting depth of cut, blim (line), and the unstable axial depth (£). (Bottom) D
fc is the difference between the actual (£) and predicted (line) chatter frequencies.

Fig. 5. MRR map updating. (Left) Test cut for maximized MRR with user risk prefer-
ence. (Right) Updated posterior map if the test is stable (top) or unstable (bottom). In
each map, the blue square is the next test cut.
Eq. (5) shows how Db and Dfc are applied to calculate the likelihood
function PðajuÞ, where the user-selected parameters, sS and sfc , specify
the allowable disagreement in the stability boundary and chatter fre-
quency. Larger values indicate larger allowable disagreement between
the test and predicted values.

PðajuÞ ¼ exp �1
2

Db
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� �2

þ Dfc
sfc

� �2
 ! !

ð5Þ

PðajuÞ is used to define a new distribution for u based on the test
result using Bayes’ rule; see Eq. (6). This new distribution, or posterior,
considers both the original prior, PpriorðuÞ, and the new information
obtained from the test cut. The posterior probability distribution after
one update is used as the prior for the next. The posterior after n test
cuts is shown in Eq. (7).

PðujaÞ/ Pprior uð Þ ¢ PðajuÞ ð6Þ

Pðuja1:nÞ/ Pprior uð Þ ¢
Yn

i¼1
PðaijuÞ ð7Þ

The set of Monte Carlo samples is updated to approximate the pos-
terior using rejection sampling. Here, PðajuÞ is calculated for each sam-
ple (Eq. (5)) and the sample is randomly discarded with probability
1� PðajuÞ. The remaining samples, u�, approximate the posterior distri-
bution, given by PðujaÞ. Since samples are discarded with each update,
the resulting stability map becomes less accurate as more tests are con-
ducted. Therefore, an efficient method to draw new samples from the
posterior is necessary.

5. MCMC sampling

MCMCmethods are used to efficiently sample complex probability dis-
tributions and create a chain of samples that approximate the posterior.
The size of each proposed step in the random walk procedure is deter-
mined by a preset proposal distribution and steps are accepted or rejected
based on the ratio of the probability of the old and new positions on the
chain [14]. However, MCMC algorithms have several challenges.

& The starting position for the random walk must be set in a high
probability area or it will bias the MCMC chain.

& Manual parameter tuning may be needed to identify the most effi-
cient proposal distribution.

& The sampling is completed serially since each step in the chain is
dependent on the previous step.
A combination of rejection sampling and parallel adaptive MCMC
overcomes these limitations. First, the starting location for MCMC is set
using one of the retained samples from rejection sampling in u�, denoted
by ulast . As the retained samples are known to be in higher probability
locations on the posterior, any may serve as a good starting position.
Second, the proposal distribution is recalculated after every step using
an adaptive MCMC method [14]. The proposal distribution is normal,
Pprop = ℕðulast ;5:76=d ¢SÞ, where ulast is the last point on the current
chain, S is the covariance matrix for all accepted samples, and d is the
number of elements in the u vector [14]. S is calculated using both the
current chain of samples and u� to improve accuracy with the final pos-
terior covariance. Third, the MCMC is parallelized to accept multiple
points at each step [15]. For each step, j candidate samples, denoted by
ucand , are drawn from Pprop. Then, k samples are drawn from the station-
ary distribution I formed by the candidates (note that ucand0 ¼ ulast).

I ucandi

� �
¼ Pðucandi ja1:nÞPj

l¼0 Pðucandl ja1:nÞ
ð8Þ

The following steps are followed in the MCMC updating process.

1. Filter the prior samples with rejection sampling to obtain u�.
2. Calculate Pprop using the adaptive proposal algorithm [14].
3. Draw j candidate samples from Pprop, then accept k samples using

Eq. (8) and append them to the output chain.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until s unique samples are accepted.

This procedure is computationally efficient. For j ¼ k ¼ 60;
s ¼ 4000, the full sampling procedure is completed in »45 s using an
Intel i7�10750H CPU. Fig. 5 compares the posterior stability maps for
stable and unstable cutting test and shows the subsequent selection of
test points using Ptest = 50%.
6. Experimental setup and testing

Stability tests were completed to evaluate the Bayesian ML method
using a DMG Mori Ultrasonic 65 machining center. As noted in Sec-
tion 2, a 12.7 mm diameter, three-flute diameter endmill was clamped
in a heat shrink holder and the work material was 7050-T7451 alumi-
num. The radial immersion was 75%, the feed was 0.1 mm/tooth, and
flood coolant was applied. A directional microphone inside the
machine enclosure was used to record the audio signal. The prior for
this setup was defined in Fig. 2. The test cut selection and evaluation
were completed using the Section 3 approach with Ptest = 50%. The pos-
terior stability distribution was calculated using the MCMC procedure
described in Section 5. The likelihood (Eq. (5)) was calculated using
sS ¼ 0:125 mm and sfc ¼ 50 Hz. Testing was continued until MRR
improvement for the next test point was less than 10%.
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Fig. 6 shows the results. After five tests, the best operating parame-
ters were n = 10,985 rpm and b = 3.4 mm with MRR = 107 cm3/min.
Since the next proposed test cut at 10,955 rpm and 3.7 mm would
have only improved MRR by 9%, testing was terminated. There was one
unstable cut (test 3) with fc = 1550 Hz. To demonstrate the effect of risk
tolerance, tests were also completed with Ptest ¼ 25% (aggressive) and
75% (conservative). The 25% test set was terminated after five tests
with MRR = 131 cm3/min, 22% higher than the 50% tests. The second
test cut was unstable. The 75% test set was terminated after seven tests
with MRR = 86 cm3/min and an unstable result at the sixth test.
Fig. 6. Test sequence with Ptest ¼ 50%.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the value of considering chatter frequency in
the Bayesian updating. Without chatter frequency knowledge, stability
boundaries with peaks to both the right (12,100 rpm) and left
(11,200 rpm) of tests can predict the results (left panel). However,
incorporating the 1550 Hz chatter frequency eliminates the stability
boundaries with peaks at 12,100 rpm and improves the convergence to
the true stability map (right panel). This is seen in the higher probabil-
ity of stability at 11,200 rpm when considering the chatter frequency.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the posterior stability map after a test cut (left) without and (right)
with chatter frequency knowledge. The arrows identify stability boundary peaks.
To validate the Bayesian ML algorithm performance in Fig. 6, a
series of manually-selected tests were completed; see Fig. 8 The best
parameters were n = 11,000 rpm and b = 3 mm with MRR = 94 cm3/
Fig. 8. Comparison of manually-selected tests to Bayesian ML method for Ptest ¼ 25%.
The star is the best operating parameters identified by the Bayesian method, while the
other tests were manually selected.
min, which is 28% lower than the best MRR identified by the Bayesian
approach with Ptest ¼ 25%.

7. Conclusions

This paper presented a Bayesian ML framework for identifying max-
imized MRR milling parameters. RCSA was used to establish an initial
belief about the tool tip FRF, a key input to the stability map. The stabil-
ity map was then updated, where the test selection was based on maxi-
mizing MRR while incorporating the user-specified risk preference.
Experimental results show that the method can identify optimal mill-
ing parameters in a small number of test cuts and is computationally
efficient. The effect of the user’s risk preference was also explored. A
higher risk tolerance helps to identify parameters with a higher MRR,
but also tends to result in unstable cuts earlier in the testing process.
Future research will focus on generalizing the method to more complex
systems, such as those with asymmetric dynamics.
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